WebEx Meeting Agenda
  Planning for sprint 2
  Login information for Apple and Google Stores
  Clarification on FMF vs Fellow Traveler

Meeting start 4:04 PM

Tom and Josh working on back end JS filter code, Sara and Stephan working together on front end UI

Have icons for some filters but need to find an upper limit, too many icons might be hard for users to recognize/use effectively

Stephan and Sara made 7 icons to start.

Lee thinks 8 is “in the ballpark.” Should be scrollable as well because there’s potential for more icons in the future.

Keep most common icons there like water bottles for the time being

re release details: needs to add us to both accounts, give us keystore file for google play store

Fellow traveler: description may not be adequate, not really graphical at all (not about locating people on map).

“Let’s say you have some people who want to keep in touch with where they all are. That’s find my friend.” Could rename FMF to something like “groups on a map.”

“Fellow traveler is too poetic. It’s more like ‘give this group money’ or ‘join a charity’. When you do ‘join a charity’ you could click and see where the people on the map are but that’s an extension of the feature. Join doctors without borders and see where they’re riding but that’s not as important as groups on a map.”

Lee needs to get approval for join a charity thing.

Lee hasn’t formalized latest requirements with Bike New York but knows groups on a map is far more definite in terms of what people want to see. Nothing else quite as up in the air other than

SCAVENGER HUNT

Groups on a map still uses code system that was discussed before

Toggling friends on/off should be a filter point in the filter system